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Abstract: This project seeks to integrate novel molecular quantum bits with group IV semiconductor
spintronics, thus bridging the gap between (physical) chemistry and electrical engineering. The long term
goal is to interface ordered arrays of molecular quantum bits with semiconductor based technology for
manipulation and readout purposes. This can not only find applications in quantum computing but also in
sensing. Our main objectives are to improve spin injection into semiconductors, to understand, manipulate
and exploit the interaction between spin‐polarized charge carriers and stationary quantum bits. To this end
we have investigated spin injection into semiconductor channels composed of bulk Ge as a high mobility
semiconductor and into high mobility Si channels using Mn5Ge3 and Mn5(SiGe)3 electrodes. We have charac‐
terized and optimized the process‐dependent properties of the ferromagnetic contact material Mn5Ge3
leading to atomically sharp boundaries between ferromagnetic electrode and semiconductor channel. Fur‐
thermore, we have successfully implemented non‐local spin injection schemes into the semiconductor
channels and have studied spin polarization lifetimes (see Fig.). In a next step, we will interface the devel‐
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